The problem of Thai character classification can be difficult because of the large number of characters and the similarity in the shape of many characters. While previous work combined different fonts to build their classifier, this paper proposes a framework based on support vector machine (SVM) and k-NN schemes to exploit characteristics of each font separately. In this framework, each font is used to train an SVM separately. With the trained SVMs, a vector of predicted values can be produced for any input image. Then a class label of the input image can be found by a k-NN based scheme. The proposed framework performs well with familiar fonts while providing an acceptable performance on unfamiliar fonts.
INTRODUCTION
Character classification is one of the vital parts of any optical character recognition (OCR) system. Apart from the obvious image to text application, an OCR system can be used to recognize license plates 1, 2 , detect aircraft tail numbers 3 , or, coupled with a translation system, translate documents [4] [5] [6] . Thus since the early work of Tauschek 7 , English character OCR systems are now well developed.
Thai character OCR, on the other hand, still needs considerable improvements. This is due to the large number of characters ( Fig. 1 ) and the fact that some of the characters are very similar to each other. Also, in Thai words are usually not separated by space, and the vowels and tone marks can be placed either on top, below, or on either side of consonants. However, this work will deal only with the classification of printed Thai characters individually.
There have been several attempts at Thai character classification. Classification frameworks were reported based on artificial neural networks [8] [9] [10] , fuzzy rough sets 11 , as well as a hybrid approach based on fuzzy membership function and neural networks 12 . However, these studies train their classification tool(s) by grouping all fonts together which can cause a reduction in the separability of characters.
In our proposed framework, the characteristics of each font are captured individually by a separate support vector machine (SVM). Then, all the trained SVMs are used to classify all the character images in the training set, resulting in a vector of predicted values. To predict an unknown input, its image is classified by all the trained SVMs in order to obtain a vector of predicted values. The final prediction is the class of a character in the training set with the most similar vector of predicted values.
There is a notable reported work making use of multiple SVMs by Lin and Hauptmann 13 . In their work, the vectors of predicted values were used as input to another meta-classifier (another SVM). While their results were promising, it is not applicable to this work since the vectors of predicted values are a class label, and are not ordered. This observation is confirmed by preliminary experiments with less than 3% accuracy.
The key contribution of this paper is a proposed framework that exploits the nature of problem specific data to reduce the input dimension (and in turn computational requirements). This can be vital to computer vision research/application since the input data in this field can be large. Thus rather than grouping all fonts together to create a training set, this paper offers a framework to exploit each font individually to maintain their separability. Furthermore, this framework can be extended to another www.scienceasia.org classification task of a similar nature. It is important to note that, unlike stacked generalization 14 which applies multiple classifiers on the whole input, our framework explores the nature of the input data to achieve higher accuracy.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Thai characters
Like any other language, there are many Thai fonts. This poses a problem since one character from one font may look more similar to another character from a different font than the same character from that different font. Fig. 2 illustrates this situation. Thus grouping the same character from different fonts together would make it difficult for any kind of classification tool.
Support vector machines
A support vector machine 15 is a classification tool widely used in computer vision and pattern recognition. Originally, SVM was developed for separating two classes by finding an optimal hyperplane which maximizes the distance/margin between the two classes. In a simple case where the two classes are linearly separable, the hyperplane chosen by SVM is the one that maximizes the distance between the closest points (the support vectors) from both classes to the hyperplane. Thus given M training data points, {(x i, y i) | i ∈ {1, . . . , M }, y i ∈ {−1, 1}}, A n g s a n a N e w ฎ ฏ In order to use SVM for multi-class classification, we can take the 'one-against-one' approach 16 . Thus if k is the number of classes, then k(k − 1)/2 classifiers are constructed by training with data from two classes. Then the final prediction is the class label with the maximum number of votes.
k-nearest neighbour method
The k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) method is a nonparametric method which classifies objects by examining the closest k training samples in a feature space. Then the class label of the input object is determined by the voting of the labels of the k nearest neighbours. Two choices of parameters for the k-NN method are k and the distance metric which are typically determined from the training samples. The A and B are class labels (analogous to character labels) while triangle, square, and pentagon represent types of data (analogous to fonts). The circle around a class label of a data type represents a boundary in which that class label of that data type typically lies.
MULTI-MODAL CLASSIFIER
This section describes the proposed classification framework in detail. First, a motivating example is given to illustrate the reason for employing this framework. Then the section goes on to describe the framework in detail.
Motivation
Let us explore a simple example to motivate the idea behind the proposed system. Fig. 3 -middle illustrates data consisting of 2 classes of 3 types (analogous to 2 types of character with 3 fonts). Obviously, if all the data are grouped together according to their class labels, the data would not be linearly separable. In this case, a nonlinear boundary must be manually selected via a kernel trick. (See Fig. 3 -left for an example of a complex boundary.) However, the selected nonlinear boundary usually results in increases in computational time and the accuracy can suffer if the wrong kernel were picked. On the other hand, if 3 SVMs (one for each type of data) are employed, then 3 linear boundaries will be formed to separate the two classes of each type. Let us define them as SVM t for the triangle type, SVM s for the square type, and SVM p for the pentagon type (Fig. 3) . These 3 SVMs can be used to predict a class label for any input. Thus Table 1 provides predictions for any input lying within the boundary of a certain class of a certain type.
As illustrated in Table 1 , if a new input is classified and produces a predicted vector (A, B, A) from the 3 SVMs, one can infer from the lookup table that the new input should be of class B. Furthermore, one can even infer the type of square from the predicted vector. However, real data are typically far more complex and may not be as clear-cut as in this example. Thus rather than doing a table look up, the final predicted class will be determined by the nearest-neighbour process. Note that in the general case, the three lines may not intersect at the same point. If so, the prediction of the extra area can be either (A, A, A) or (B, B, B) which provides a trivial prediction.
Classifier system
The overall system is separated into two phases: training and predicting. There are two processes within each phase: one that involves SVM and the other that involves the k-NN scheme.
For the training phase, let us assume that there are n individual character images which can be separated into m fonts. First, the training process starts by grouping individual character images from the training set according to their fonts. Then, images from each font are used to train an SVM, resulting in m trained SVMs: SVM 1 , . . . , SVM m . Then all the m SVMs will be used to classify all n images in the training set. Thus there will be n vectors of predicted values of size m, one for each character image. The final n vectors of size m will be used as a training set for the k-NN process. In other words, the similarity of the two vectors of predicted values is computed by counting how many components they have in common. Note that this similarity is an inverse of distance. Thus in the nearest neighbour search, rather than finding a neighbour with the minimum distance, the algorithm will be searching for a neighbour with the maximum similarity. A summary of the predicting phase can be found in Algorithm 2.
In the case where there are multiple vectors with the same value of similarity, the algorithm will select the vector with the highest number of occurrences (maximum voting). If the highest number of occurrences is still the same, the algorithm will search for the vectors with the next highest similarity to break the tie. Step 1: for each SVM f set v f = predicted result of SVM f of the input image i.
Step 2: select p c which is the most similar to (v 1 , . . . , v m ).
Step 3: look up the class label L of the training image c.
Step 4: return L as the predicted class label for the input image i.
SYSTEM SETUP AND RESULTS
Dataset
This paper uses a Thai character subset of datasets made available by NECTEC (www.nectec.or.th/ corpus). There are two different datasets based on different ways of image acquisition. The first dataset is generated by printing and scanning characters using different fonts and sizes. This can be considered as a clean dataset. The first dataset is then further distinctly separated into a training set of 146 640 images and a validating set of 117 312 images. The second dataset, which will be used as a testing set, contains 62 724 images acquired from books, journals, magazines, and newspapers. See Fig. 4 for samples of a Thai character from both datasets. For the experiment, intensity features are extracted from the input images. First, the images are padded (to preserve their aspect ratio) and resized to 16x16 pixels. Then grey-scale values of the resized image are rearranged to make one column vector by concatenating all rows together and then transposing. Thus the resulting input vector is a 256-dimensional column vector.
Since there are 12 fonts with 4 styles, there will be 48 SVMs, one for each font-style combination. Thus the vector of prediction is 48-dimensional.
System configuration
The following tests were done using a Windows 64 bits based PC with a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7-3615QM CPU and 4 GB of RAM. The algorithms are implemented in C++ using the OpenCV library 17 with LibSVM 18 .
Results
The first dataset can be considered as synthetic data since we can reproduce them with similar quality. The images from the second dataset can be considered a real world dataset since we have no control over them at all. In the experiment, the training subset of the first dataset was used for training. Then, the training set, the validating set (also a subset of the first dataset), and the testing set (the second dataset) were used for evaluating the performance of the method.
To provide an empirical comparison, the proposed framework was evaluated against two other approaches: combined SVM and voting SVMs. In the combined SVM approach, image data from all fonts are combined according to their classes in order to be used to train and evaluate a single linear SVM. For the voting SVMs approach, a set of SVMs were trained in the same way as the proposed method except the final class label is determined by voting from all of the SVMs predictions.
The accuracies (Table 2) demonstrate that the proposed framework outperformed the other two approaches. For the training and the validating set, the input images were very similar to an image of the same character from the same font. This contributed to the high accuracy of the proposed framework. One interesting fact is that the accuracy of the training set was not 100% even though the nearest neighbour search should find the input image itself within the set of vectors of predicted values. This suggests that some other character from a different font can produce the same vector of predicted values. Thus there should be two characters from different fonts which are very similar to each other which may contribute to the lower accuracy of the combined approach. On the other hand, all approaches yielded relatively low accuracy when performed on the testing set. This can be the result of some unfamiliar fonts within the second dataset.
The low accuracy of the voting scheme can be explained by the 'closeness' of the majority fonts. These majority fonts will outvote the outliner fonts even on the characters from those outliner ones which result in incorrect prediction. On the other hand, the combined scheme constructs a bigger boundary for each character when grouping the same character from the different fonts together. When two different characters from two different fonts are close (in feature space), these bigger boundaries would overlap. This overlapping can cause poor separability of SVM. We also performed another set of tests to compare our method with the k-NN method (with k = 1, 3, and 5). As shown in Table 3 , the accuracy of our framework was comparable to that of k-NN. This is not surprising since our method approaches the k-NN method as the number of SVMs is raised. However, the prediction time of k-NN is O(kd log(n)) 19 , where d is the number of dimensions (which is the number of features in this case), and for our proposed method it is O(d) for the SVM prediction and O(t log(n)) for the k-NN part of our framework (where t is the number of SVMs used). Furthermore, the memory required for the k-NN and our method is O(dn) and O(dt + t n), respectively. Thus our method requires lower CPU time and memory than k-NN. This can help in computer vision applications since the input data in this field can be very large. For example, to keep all 146 640 images of 16x16 pixels in the training set would require 38 MB while keeping only the prediction vectors as in our proposed method would require only 3.4 MB.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a framework for a character classification task in a multiple fonts environment. Rather than employing several classifiers onto all the inputs, the proposed framework exploits the nature of the input data to improve the classification accuracy. In this frameworks, a set of SVMs are used to capture the variety of fonts while a k-NN based process is employed to approximate the location of the input image in the feature space. The proposed framework performed well on familiar fonts while maintaining acceptable performance on a real world dataset. Furthermore, our proposed method can help reduce memory and CPU time requirements.
Although this paper demonstrated the capability of the framework on Thai character classification, the framework would also be applicable to any classification work where each class is composed of several known subclasses.
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